Ashe Express is an early stage company in the transportation logistics industry based in Indianapolis. Founded by a Purdue alumni and former co-op student, Ashe Express is seeking an intern that will provide value to Ashe Express’s tiered mission by contributing to long term and short-term operational excellence goals.

This internship experience will include:

- Performing freight market analyses
- Developing client capture and retention
- Dales cycle strategies
- Process and compliance documentation
- Online brand expansion strategy development

This role offers a unique opportunity for an intern to exercise a range of skills accumulated through coursework while cultivating a cross-functional aptitude that can be applied in any facet of your career. The ideal candidate for this position is one who is a critical but malleable thinker who has an interest in understanding how interdependent markets interact and how to improve the flow and impact on the courier end. This internship is intended to be a mutually riveting experience for both Ashe Express and student.

RELEVANT AREAS OF STUDY

- Krannert School of Management
- Polytechnic Institute
- Civil Engineering
- Entrepreneurship

Upon completion of the internship project, students will receive a $6,000 scholarship.